Ltd. 1958. This is the first of a series of monographs on neoplasm at individual sites. The scope of the series as outlined by Professor Smithers in his general introduction is wide, and embraces all important aspects of the subject. This, the first volume, is concerned with carcinoma of the lung and is the work of Dr. Bignall and seven other contributors who, between them, deal with statistics, causation, pathology, clinical features and treatment of the disease. The material is extensive, and much information has been assembled which is not easily accessible to the general reader. It has been presented in a concise and readable form. In some portions of the book, notably on the spread of carcinoma and the use of irradiated gold grains implanted into the tumour at operation, some original work has been documented. The book has been excellently produced, and the illustrations throughout are of a high quality. It will be of value to all those interested in this subject, and has set a high standard for the succeeding volumes. 1959 . This is an excellent book. It is easy to read, it gives the best and most up-to-date account of the subject and it is well illustrated.
After this eulogy it is perhaps ungenerous to criticise, but there are several criticisms. There is some repetition and, although it is informative, too much space is devoted to statistical matters. The reviewer believes that more prominence should be given to the value of the excretory urogram in staging of bladder tumours; he considers that this gives more accurate information than does bimanual pelvic examination. The value of cytology in the control of industrial carcinoma of the bladder is accepted, but not enough credit is given to it as a method of grading tumours of the bladder.
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The reviewer doubts whether a case has been made for obtaining a piece of the tumour for biopsy in every instance; he believes that clinical assessment assisted by cytology and the histology of fragments obtained by simpler methods allows of assessment that is nearly as accurate as that afforded by biopsy, and is safer for the average surgeon, although the methods advocated may be better for the expert. Much is made of the risk of implanting tumour cells in epithelium that has been damaged by cystoscopy, but this risk must be slight, because during the past twelve years the reviewer has removed at least 50 prostates whilst dealing with tumours of the bladder by open cystotomy, and has not seen a single case of implant of the tumour into the prostatic cavity. Whilst the danger of implantation by this method is stressed, one is advised to explore the extraperitoneal perivesical space with the finger, so that the growth can be palpated both on its outer surface and also between a finger within the bladder and a finger without the bladder to assess the degree of infiltration and thickness, a procedure that might be more dangerous and more likely to disseminate the disease than other methods that are condemned. Again, although it is obvious from charts showing results of treatment that combined assaults are made on the tumour by several methods, yet very little is said in the text about the fact that a combination of treatments, or repeated treatments by different methods may be necessary for many tumours, provided the total dose of irradiation is kept within safe limits.
Despite these criticisms, the reviewer thoroughly recommends the book.
